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TERRIFIC TIGER COIN COMBO
How To Play

This game is a 5 reel, 243-ways game with multiple Free Spins bonus games, triggered from any of 3 collection
bowls displayed above the reels.

WILD SYMBOL

The junk boat symbol is WILD and substitutes for all symbols except for the ELEMENT COIN symbols. Wilds
appear on reels 2, 3 and 4.

In Free Spins, the WILD is given a multiplier, whose value depends on the type of free spins triggered.

The multiplier symbols will multiply each other (e.g. three WILD x3 symbols will pay x27). This multiplier
applies to ways wins only. ELEMENT COINS and jackpot wins are not multiplied.

ELEMENT COINS

Each ELEMENT COIN that lands during the base game will fly into the corresponding colored bowl. Any
ELEMENT COIN may trigger the corresponding bowl. More than one bowl can be triggered on a single spin.

If bowl/s are triggered the corresponding feature will start.

The accumulation of ELEMENT COINS over time in the RED, GREEN and BLUE bowls has no effect on
triggering the JACKPOT PICK feature or Free Spins.

JACKPOT PICK FEATURE

Any red ELEMENT COIN landing in the RED bowl may trigger the JACKPOT PICK feature. 15 coins will be
presented, coins are revealed by clicking on them. Coins will reveal FU BABY™ symbols or the UPGRADE
symbol. Once 3 matching FU BABY™ symbols have been revealed, the corresponding JACKPOT is awarded.

If 3 UPGRADE symbols are revealed before a JACKPOT is awarded, the JACKPOT won is upgraded to the
next level. If Grand is awarded, it will be awarded twice.

RED MYSTERY ENVELOPE BONUS

 

During the base reel game, the red mystery envelope bonus may be triggered at random. You will be shown a
cash prize on top of the red envelope. After the prize is awarded, the game will continue as normal.

FREE SPINS

BOWLS TRIGGERED FEATURES AWARDED MODIFIER AWARDED
BLUE MIGHTY Free Spins WILD x2 multiplier

GREEN MEGA Free Spins WILD x3 multiplier
RED JACKPOT PICK -

BLUE & GREEN SUPER Free Spins WILD x4 multiplier
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BLUE & RED ULTRA Free Spins WILD x2 multiplier +
JACKPOT

GREEN & RED SUPREME Free Spins WILD x3 multiplier +
JACKPOT

BLUE & GREEN & RED ULTIMATE Free Spins WILD x4 multiplier +
JACKPOT

 

Free Spins are played with the same total bet, awards and winning combinations as the base game which
triggered the bonus.

Free Spins will end when there are no Free Spins remaining.

Free Spins will end when the maximum win has been achieved.

LEGAL NOTICES

In accordance with fair gaming practices, the outcome of each and every game is completely independent.

The chances of getting a particular outcome are always the same at the start of every game.

The expected return for this game is 95.98%. This reflects the theoretical return across many plays.

Malfunction voids all pays and plays.

The look and feel of the game and its individual components and displays are trade dress of Scientific Games
Corp. and its Subsidiaries. TM and © 2021, 2022 Scientific Games Corp. and its Subsidiaries. All rights
reserved.


